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Abstract 
This paper comparator networks - a well-known model 
of parallel computation. This model is used extensively 
for keys arrangement tasks such as sorting and selection. 
This work investigates several aspects of comparator 
networks. It starts with presenting handy tools for 
analysis of comparator networks in the form of 
conclusive sets - non-binary vectors that verify a specific 
functionality. The 0-1 principle introduced by Knuth 
states that a comparator network is a sorting network if 
and only if it sorts all binary inputs. Hence, it points out a 
certain binary conclusive set. We compare these two 
models by considering several 0-1 -like principles and 
show that the min-max model is the ‘strongest’ model of 
computation which obeys our principles. That is, if a 
function is computable in a model of computation in 
which any of these principles holds, a min-max network 
can compute this function. 
Keywords: Computer Networks, Fuzzy Neural 
Networks, Fuzzy Reasoning. 
 
1. Introduction 

Computer networks are becoming more 
abundant in today’s business environments as they 
play a central role in maintaining and transmitting 
information. Many organizations have realized that 
ease of access to information is a critical need that 
can also build a competitive advantage if it is easily 
accessible. Networks play a central role in this 
concept for many reasons, with the most important 
being that they can help geographically dispersed 
organizations overcome the geographic obstacle. 

The growing usage of computer networks 
is requiring improvements in network technologies 
and management techniques so that users will still 
be provided with high quality service. A major 
aspect of computer networks that is vital to quality 
of service is data routing. 

As more individuals transmit data through 
a computer network, the quality of service received 
by the users begins to degrade. This indicates that 
more effective and adaptive measures must be 
developed for routing data through computer 
networks. Here we are developing an improved 
method for data routing. The primary tool applied 
in the routing method of this research was fuzzy 
reasoning. This was argued to be an appropriate 

technique for routing due to the imprecise measures 
currently used in present routing algorithms. Many 
of today’s algorithms use various network 
measures, known as metrics, to establish the best 
path through a computer network. Few people have 
yet to recognize the nontrivial inaccuracies present 
in the measures. Increasing complexities and 
growth of computer networks is accelerating the 
significance of this notion. 

To combat these inaccurate metrics, fuzzy 
reasoning was applied as the basis of the new 
algorithm. A secondary technique utilized was a 
neural network. The neural network was deemed 
suitable because it has the ability to learn. Once the 
neural network is designed, any alterations in the 
computer routing environment can easily be 
learned by this adaptive artificial intelligence 
method. The capability to learn and adapt is 
essential in today’s rapidly growing and changing 
computer networks. These techniques, fuzzy 
reasoning and neural networks, when combined 
together provided a more effective routing 
algorithm for computer networks. 
The principal objective is to demonstrate the 
advantages of applying fuzzy reasoning to routing 
data through a wide area network. Developing the 
new fuzzy routing algorithm involved many small 
processes, which were integrated to facilitate the 
modeling and testing required in the study. 
Simulation methods, neural network procedures, 
and fuzzy reasoning were all essential in achieving 
the research objective. 
2. Importance of the research work 

        The uses of fuzzy systems will be 
discussed. Fuzzy logic criteria will be 
mentioned which can increase the network 
size. Fuzzification, fuzzy inferences, 
defuzzificiation through multi layers feed 
– forward. 
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3. Research Methodology 

Fuzzy reasoning provides the foundation 
upon which the research is established. A second 
tool, neural networks, will be used to enhance the 
capabilities of the fuzzy reasoning process; 
therefore, it is important to provide thorough 
explanations of fuzzy reasoning and neural 
networks before presenting the routing 
methodology. The first section  provides a brief 
introduction to fuzzy reasoning and how it differs 
from more common reasoning approaches. The 
second section discusses neural networks and how 
they are designed. This background information 
leads into the third section that provides an 
overview of the methodology to be implemented. 
Finally, the fourth section provides a brief 
conclusion and summary. 
3.1 Fuzzy Reasoning 

3.1.1 Fuzzy Introduction 

Fuzzy reasoning refers to the superset of 
classical reasoning that has been augmented to 
recognize and manage imprecise information. This 
is accomplished through the use of fuzzy sets or 
fuzzy rules. A non-fuzzy set is a set that categorizes 
objects or information as either completely 
belonging to the set, or not belonging at all. A set 
of this nature has a precise boundary that defines 
what belongs to the set and what does not. A fuzzy 
set is one whose members either belong 
completely, partially, or not at all. The boundary 
that defines membership and non-membership in a 
fuzzy set is imprecise, thus allowing an object, or 
piece of information, to partially belong to a set. A 
fuzzy set was methodology for solving problems 
having uncertain, imprecise or vague descriptions. 
Because few people are comfortable defining exact 
set definitions for descriptive classifications, fuzzy 
reasoning has been a popular concept in the 
literature. 

Expert systems have been a popular 
vehicle for applying fuzzy reasoning. Traditional 
expert systems use Boolean logic to reason through 
a decision-making process. The rules in atypical 
expert system are of the form: If x is low and y is 
high then z is medium. Using Boolean logic, x is a 
variable whose value is defined as either 
completely low or absolutely not low, and y is a 
variable that is defined as either completely high or 
not high at all. Based on the precise values of x and 
y, Boolean logic will determine whether or not z is 
a member of the set “medium” or the set “not 
medium”. 

Fuzzy expert systems use fuzzy reasoning 
as the underlying logic to analyze a particular 
situation. A fuzzy system once again applies rules 
of the form: If x is low and y is high then z is 

medium. However, using fuzzy reasoning, x is a 
variable defined as being completely low, not low 
at all, or somewhere in between those two 
extremes. Similarly, y is a variable defined as being 
completely high, not high at all, or somewhere in 
between the two extremes. 

Depending on the strength of membership 
of x and y in their respective sets, z will be inferred 
to belong, to some extent, to the set “medium.” 
Although fuzzy reasoning uses fuzzy sets to 
represent imprecise concepts, it does so in a very 
precise and well-defined manner. 
3.1.2 Manipulating Fuzzy Sets 

Once the fuzzy sets have been defined, 
several approaches are available for manipulating 
those sets. The first and most common is a rule 
based approach. This approach was employed in 
the previous attempt of fuzzy reasoning applied to 
network. The second approach involves using 
neural networks to process the information 
obtained from fuzzy sets. Neural networks are 
utilized in this study; therefore, an explanation for 
processing fuzzy sets with neural networks is 
provided in the next section. Appendix A contains 
a discussion of the rule based approach for the 
interested reader. 
4.  Neural Networks 

A neural network is an artificial 
intelligence technique originally designed to mimic 
the functionality of the human brain. It is a non-
algorithmic procedure that has a strong capability 
of learning and adapting to changes in its operating 
environment. The ability to successfully modify 
itself indicates neural networks could be a 
beneficial tool in managing volatile networks. 
Hence, this study chose this method to process the 
information obtained by the fuzzy sets. 

A neural network is composed of many 
simple and highly interconnected processors called 
neurodes (Figure-1). These are analogous to the 
biological neurons in the human brain. The 
artificial neurodes are connected by links that carry 
signals between one another, similar to biological 
neurons. The neurodes receive input stimuli that 
are translated into an output stimulus. 

A neural network consists of many 
neurodes connected together. This illustrates a 
three layer neural network, which is the type that 
will be designed for this study. However, it is 
possible to have more than (or less than) three 
layers and more than (or less than) nine neurodes in 
a neural network. Processing begins when 
information (input response) enters the input layer 
of neurodes in a neural network. Inputs entering 
any neurode in the neural network will follow the 
same basic process. This is a two-step process that 
uses two different mathematical expressions for 
evaluation. The first step utilizes a summation 
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function to combine all input values to a neurode 
into a weighted input value. The second step 
utilizes a different mathematical expression, known 
as a transfer function that describes the translation 
of the weighted input pattern to an output response. 
This two-step process operates identically for all 
neurodes in the neural network. The summation 
function controls how the neurode will compute the 
net weighted input from the single inputs it has 
received. Although the summation function 
operates identically for all layers, summation 
outcomes for the input layer will be more direct 
than at the other layers. This is because each 
neurode in the input layer receives a single input 
value. Since the sum of a single value is equal to 
that original value, the net weighted inputs for 
these neurodes will be the original input values. 
Neurodes in the other two layers require some 
computation to obtain their net weighted inputs. 
This is accomplished using the following 
summation formula. 

 

 

 

 

 

Input Layer   Hidden Layer   Output Layer 

 

Figure 1 NN Architecture 

 

      Xj = ∑ ���
�
��� 		� 

 

Xj symbolizes the net weighted input received by 
neurode j from n different neurodes that feed into 
neurode j. The input signal received from the xth 
neurode is symbolized by xi and wij designates the 
weight on the branch connecting node i to node j 
(Figure-2). The second step of the process is to 
convert the net input to an activation level, which 
will be the output of that neurode (neurode j). The 
activation level is obtained by applying the net 
input to a predefined S-shaped curve, the transfer 
function. The most common curve, and the one 
utilized in this study, is the sigmoid function: 
 
           f ( I ) = (1 + e-1)-1 
 
Two step procedures are executed for each 
individual layer of the neural network sequentially 
starting at the input layer. Once the output values 
for all neurodes on the input layer have been 

computed, these become the input values to the 
second layer. The two step process then continues 
with the second layer. The second layer neurodes 
all have an output value, then these outputs become 
input values for the third layer. This process 
continues until the output layer is reached, 
whereupon the output values computed at that layer 
become the final output response of the entire 
neural network. 
 

     N0 

 

N1                                                                 

 

N2 

N3 

              

          Figure 2 Structure of Neurode j 

 

The neural network’s learning procedure can be 
described as training by example. The most 
common procedure used for learning, is called 
supervised learning”. This learning style begins 
with an example set of input and corresponding 
output patterns. 
 
   Summation:         Xj = ∑ ���

�
��� 		� 

   Transfer:               Yj = f ( Xj ) 
 
These input/output pairs are exposed to the neural 
network, which eventually learns the distinct type 
of output to expect upon receiving certain inputs. 
This training causes learning to occur by reducing 
the error produced when the neural network 
predicts an output from a given set of input values. 
The error reduction is accomplished by modifying 
the weights that connect the neurodes to one 
another. This is analogous to biological learning 
where the brain’s synapses strengthen their 
connections between neurons upon learning. The 
weights of the artificial network are adapted 
according to a specified learning rule, which in this 
study is known as the delta learning rule. 
 

4.1 Fuzzy Neural Networks 

             A neural network is considered a fuzzy 
neural network if the signals and/or the weights in 
the system are based around fuzzy sets. This paper 
will employ fuzzy neural networks whose signals 
are membership grades generated from fuzzy sets. 
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This alteration of the neural network inputs will not 
affect the neural network operations previously 
described. 
In fuzzy neural network for routing a message 
needs to be sent from node A (source) to node G 
(destination). The first decision faced by the 
routing algorithm at node A will be to determine if 
the message should be transmitted through node B 
(link 1), node C (link 2) or node D (link 3). 
Determining a value for each of those three 
possible outgoing links will make this decision. 
These three values, computed by the proposed 
routing strategy, will represent the expected time to 
destination via node B (link 1), node C (link 2) and 
node D (link 3). These three time values will be 
compared and the link that gives the shortest 
expected time will be chosen as the first link in 
routing the message to the destination (node G). 
That is, “short distance” is one fuzzy set. It happens 
to overlap with “medium distance” which is 
another fuzzy set. For a particular outgoing link 
and destination, we might have membership grades 
of 0.0 for “short distance”, 0.4 for “medium 
distance”, and 0.8 for “long distance”, meaning that 
the distance tends to be slightly more long than 
medium for this route. The source node will 
maintain a fuzzy neural network that will assess the 
time required for the data to reach the destination 
via that particular link. Therefore, this membership 
grade information needs to be conveyed to the 
neural network for each of our four metrics. Thus, 
three fuzzy sets for each of four metrics results in 
twelve fuzzy sets for each link considered see the 
Table. 
 

Short 
Distance 

Medium 
Distance 

Long Distance 

Low 
Throughput 

 

Medium 
Throughput 

High 
Throughput 

Low 
Congestion 

 

Medium 
Congestion 

High 
Congestion 

Mild Failure Severe Failure 
Very Severe 

Failure 
 

Table 1: Twelve Fuzzy Sets 

 

Data for a particular link (distance, 
throughput, congestion, failure) will be 
transformed into twelve fuzzy membership 
grades, one for each of the fuzzy sets, thus 
resulting in twelve inputs to the neural 
network. In addition to the twelve fuzzy 
membership grades, there will be two 

additional inputs to the neural network, 
namely the packet size and destination of 
the message 
 
 

 

4.2 Neural Network Training And  

      Design 

 
        Training the neural network will be the most 
time consuming phase of the study and will require 
that a simulation model first be designed. The input 
layer consisted of fifteen nodes corresponding to 
twelve fuzzy inputs, two crisp inputs and one bias 
input node. Although the membership grade inputs 
were all between zero and one, the crisp inputs 
ranged from 0 to 1500, requiring them to be scaled 
to fall between zero and one before training. 
The output layer was comprised of a single node 
representing the expected time to reach the 
destination. Scaling, based on the transfer function, 
is suggested for the output node as well. The 
transfer function used was the sigmoid function 
(Figure ), which is a continuous monotonic 
mapping of the input into a value between zero and 
one. The majority of values fall between 0.2 and 
0.8. For this reason, the output values were scaled 
between 0.2 and 0.8. 
 
 

 
Figure: Sigmoid Function y = (1 + e-1)-1 

Determining the number of nodes in the hidden 
layer was accomplished using a popular rule of 
thumb: 
 Hidden Nodes = 0.5 * ( Output Nodes + Input 
Nodes) 
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5. Conclusion  

This paper comes out that this study is not 
focused on a specific problem. Instead, it is more of 
a walk through the field of comparator networks. 
The conclusion starts with the more general - 
computability and complexity of functions under 
the comparator networks model and the min-max 
model. It then looks into more specific 
functionalities studied here.   

In this work, we study the min-max model 
by considering several 0-1 -like principles. It 
comes out that the min-max model is the 
‘strongest’ model of computation which obeys our 
principles. That is, if a function is computable in a 
model of computation in which any of these 
principles holds, this function can be computed by 
a min-max network. Therefore, we find the min-
max model to be more natural then the comparator 
model for solving key arrangement problems. This 
work shows that in some cases sorting Bitonic 
sequences can also be performed faster by a min-
max model then by a comparator network. 
However, the depth difference is at most one. Some 
functions are computable only in the min-max 
model and not in the comparator networks model. 
This fact was also demonstrated by Knuth. We 
strengthen this result by providing an isomeric 
mapping that is computable by a min-max network 
and not by a comparator network. 

A simulation model was designed 
following the development of the new algorithm 
that applied fuzzy reasoning enhanced by a neural 
network. The basis of the simulation was for 
comparing the new algorithm to a current routing 
algorithm based on the shortest route technique. 
Before the simulations could be employed, an 
experimental design having two factors was 
established. These two factors, congestion level 
and failure rate, were selected as primary factors in 
the experimental design because of their high 
correlation to routing level achieved. The level of 
congestion present in the computer network greatly 
affects the travel time for all types of data. 
Similarly, failure in the computer network can 
delay or completely stop the transmission of data. 
Each factor was divided into two levels, low and 
high; thus, leading to an experimental design 
having four sampling units. Each unit represented a 
different network situation under which a 
comparison test was performed between the two 
algorithms. The comparisons demonstrated that the 
new algorithm outperformed the shortest route 
algorithm in routing effectiveness under all 
network situations except an extremely stable one 
having low congestion and low failure rate. 
Nonparametric statistical tests were applied to 
establish significance at α = 0.10 significance level. 
This was the expected result, and furthermore 

proves that the new algorithm has large potential 
benefits associated with it. The paucity of so-called 
stable networks being used today emphasizes the 
usefulness of this new algorithm. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Low 

Congestion 

High 

Congestion 

Low 

Failure 

Not 

Signification 
P < 0.10 

High 

Failure 
P < 0.10 P < 0.10 

 

Table 2: Significant P-values 
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